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New Paradigm in Decision Science and Management: Proceedings of ICDSM 2018 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2019

	
		This book discusses an emerging area in computer science, IT and management, i.e., decision sciences and management. It includes studies that employ various computing techniques like machine learning to generate insights from huge amounts of available data; and which explore decision-making for cross-platforms that contain...
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Learn TensorFlow 2.0: Implement Machine Learning and Deep Learning Models with PythonApress, 2020

	
		Learn how to use TensorFlow 2.0 to build machine learning and deep learning models with complete examples. 
		
			

			
				The book begins with introducing TensorFlow 2.0 framework and the major changes from its last release. Next, it focuses on building Supervised Machine Learning models using TensorFlow 2.0....
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Bayesian Statistics the Fun Way: Understanding Statistics and Probability with Star Wars, LEGO, and Rubber DucksNo Starch Press, 2019

	Fun guide to learning Bayesian statistics and probability through unusual and illustrative examples.

	

	Probability and statistics are increasingly important in a huge range of professions. But many people use data in ways they don't even understand, meaning they aren't getting the most from it. Bayesian...
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Youth in Saudi ArabiaPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book uses the youth life stage as a window through which to view all domains of life in present-day Saudi Arabia: family life, education, the impact of new media, the labour market, religion and politics. The authors draw extensively on their interviews with 25-35 year olds, selected so as to represent the life...
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Berlusconi ‘The Diplomat’: Populism and Foreign Policy in ItalyPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book analyses the foreign policy of Silvio Berlusconi, Italian media tycoon and politician who served as Prime Minister of Italy in four governments. The authors examine the Italian position in the international arena and its foreign policy tradition, as well as Berlusconi’s general political stance, Berlusconi’s...
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Energy and Environmental Security in Developing Countries (Advanced Sciences and Technologies for Security Applications)Springer, 2021

	
		This book presents a comprehensive account of the energy and environmental security perspectives of the developing countries. To address the subject comprehensively, it covers four geographically diverse clusters of developing countries from across the world. The regions particularly focused on are: South Asia, South East Asia, Sub...
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Signaling System No. 7 (SS7/C7): Protocol, Architecture, and ServicesCisco Press, 2004
SS7/C7 is a signaling network and protocol that is used  worldwide to bring telecommunications networks, both fixed-line and cellular, to  life. Setting up phone calls, providing cellular roaming and messaging, and  converged voice/data services, such as Internet Call Waiting, are only a few of  the vast number of ways that...
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Digital Image Processing: PIKS Inside, Third Edition.John Wiley & Sons, 2001
The book is intended to be an “industrial strength” introduction to digital image
processing to be used as a text for an electrical engineering or computer science
course in the subject. Also, it can be used as a reference manual for scientists who
are engaged in image processing research, developers of image processing...
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Secure XML: The New Syntax for Signatures and EncryptionPearson Education, 2002
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is the environment of choice  for creating many of today's technologically sophisticated and  security-sensitive Web applications. With Secure  XML, developers now have the hands-on guide they need to combine a strong  foundation in XML with proven, practical...
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Photoshop 7 Power ShortcutsNew Riders Publishing, 2003
Photoshop's complexity grows with its popularity: Knowing and using keyboard and  quick-click shortcuts can make a huge difference in your productivity. This book  documents all of the shortcuts officially included (but not found in one spot)  in the Photoshop documentation and organizes them so they're easy to find. The  book shows how each...
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The Tao of Network Security Monitoring : Beyond Intrusion DetectionAddison Wesley, 2004
Every network can be compromised. There are too many systems, offering too many services, running too many flawed applications. No amount of careful coding, patch management, or access control can keep out every attacker. If prevention eventually fails, how do you prepare for the intrusions that will eventually happen?

...
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MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-270): Installing, Configuring, and Administering Microsoft Windows XP Professional, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2005
Welcome to MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-270): Installing, Configuring, and
Administering Microsoft Windows XP Professional, Second Edition. This book introduces
you to the Microsoft Windows XP Professional operating system and prepares
you to install, configure, and support Windows XP Professional.

You will learn...
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